TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Siting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 105-37
LOCATION SW NE NW
SEC. 30 TWP. 7 RGE. 17

Dry Hole X Abandoned Oil Well Abandoned Gas Well

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 3 Lease Clayton

Operator Co op Ref Assn Address 10th St Great Bend, Kans
Field Rooks County

Total Depth 3029 Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

8 5/8" at 211' circulated with cement - 5 1/2" at 3028'

Lane wells plugs to 2761', perforations at 2740' - Chat to
2755' and 5 sax cement - Heavy mud to 210', wood plug at 210'

8 5/8" pumped full of cement from 210' to surface with

70 sax cement.

pulled 2025' 5 1/2"

5-9-49

RECEIVED

Conservation Div.

AUG 9-1949

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION KANSAS

District Conservation Agent

PLUGGING DATE 8-4-49